Humanity Overthrow Monetary Enslavement

U. S. of A.
In triumph over defeat of “Federal” Reserve national debt/deficit tyranny shall wave.

Out of Debt – Out of Danger

anno Domini 2013

ATTENTION ARMED AND FINANCIALLY STRESSED OUT AMERICAN PATRIOTS
When debating James Madison for adoption of the Bill of Rights, Patrick Henry argued:
“Let Mr. Madison tell me, when did liberty ever exist when the sword and the purse were taken from the people? Unless
a miracle shall interpose, no nation ever did, nor can ever retain its liberty after loss of the sword and the purse.”
Henry was successful in arguing for adoption of the Second Amendment to the Constitution, the “right to keep and bear arms”
(the Sword), but he was obviously unsuccessful arguing for an amendment to prevent loss of “the peoples” money (the Purse) as there’s
no amendment mandating the US Congress to carry out its’ Constitutionally specified duty to coin and regulate the value of money.
As you may know, Article 1, Section 8, paragraph 5, of the US Constitution commands: “Congress shall have power to coin
money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures.” However, in 1913, without
Congress or Democrat President Woodrow Wilson ever firing a single shot in opposition European bankers tricked and/or bribed them
into passing the so-called Federal Reserve Act. Said Act is the most heinous monetary crime ever perpetrated against a sovereign and
free nation in all of history. That Act granted foreign bankers, and thereafter all domestic member banks, the sovereign (as in national
sovereignty) power to have the US Treasury print their Federal Reserve Notes to lend to the people at interest to use as a medium of
exchange. Public debt, alone, caused by “borrowing” our medium of exchange is the only reason America can’t balance its books.
Said Act is how Europe’s capitalist central bankers in 1913 got to use their ages old swindle of fractional reserve banking on
the people of the United States. It is also the basis for, from the top down, overkill use of the term capitalism in portraying America’s
free enterprise system in order to try to bamboozle the people into believing the false premise that they too are capitalists. Capitalism,
however, is nothing more than total control of and concentration of money (the Purse) by owners of private sector Fed member banks.
Therefore, if you don’t own a bank you are not a capitalist. Over the years, banking capitalism has saddled the people with nothing more,
in actuality, than wage slavery through Congressional legalization of high rate USURY and confiscatory income taxation. Recall that the
16th (income tax) Amendment was also deviously enacted in 1913 (a mere coincidence right?) prior to passage of the “Fed” in order to
force the people to pay the annual interest charges bankers knew were coming due them on the fabricated out of whole cloth so-called
“national debt” they say is owed to them. There was no “national debt” in 1913; AND, there were no GUN CONTROL Laws either.
The Federal Reserve Act was the Euro central banksters’ first major covert step towards subverting American free enterprise
into Socialism by creating an irredeemable national debt: said debt really being the only factor that ever stalls the economy. Here again,
after 100 years of Federal Reserve money management that has caused another (shades of the “great depression”) banking meltdown and
stagnated economy, another Euro backed Marxist ANTI-GUN puppet has been able to deceive enough of the people with empty rhetoric
and false promises to become the President twice. Just another convenient coincidence for the same never die global banking dynasty
money monopolists that by ignorant consent and/or intimidation of Congress after Congress continues to suck dry the peoples Purse.
Through deceitful fractional reserve banking the “Fed” contrives to show an image of due diligence in providing the nation the
monetary circulation (the money) it needs to keep America’s free enterprise split-barter economic system running. In reality, the “Fed”
does nothing that the US Treasury cannot do better and do better without a national debt. When Congress repeals the “Fed” and adopts
the New Monetary System authorizing the Treasury to print US Notes for a medium of exchange, the national debt and its’ annual debt
service, Federal Reserve Note dollars and the 16th Amendment will be retired; and retired at no cost to “the people”. Contrary to the
views of some in politics, the financial industry and in academe, they ignorant of the true nature of coin, credit, and circulation, the New
Monetary System proves without doubt liberty and prosperity and a sound dollar in circulation does not depend on a national debt.
Henry’s ideas regarding the Sword and the Purse are still relevant today as the peoples hard earned money, taxed to pay interest
on debt payable to the “Fed” is the peoples Purse to which he was referring. Contrast Henry’s monetary views mentioned here with a
quote of Alexander Hamilton posted on the first page of the US Treasury’s Bureau of the Public Debt web site: “The United States debt,
foreign and domestic, was the price of liberty.” Ask yourself, does Hamilton’s quote have any relevance to the United States of the 21st
Century? If you think it does then you must enjoy confiscatory taxation, if not, ask yourself why then does the Bureau of Public Debt
display it on its website. Is it just another ploy to get some people to think that today’s national debt is still somehow the price of liberty?
As long as “the people” continue to allow Congress to pass on its job of coining and regulating the value of money big money backed
Socialist Democrats will continue to come after your guns. Isn’t it high time to take the fight to them by taking back the peoples Purse?
Like Henry, HOME understands there is no real freedom without liberty of the sword and the purse. Unless Congress repeals
the Federal Reserve and enacts the New Monetary Bill it is just a matter of time before left-wing demagogues get their wish to, by
unconstitutional law, or executive order, confiscate all guns turning “the people” into outlaws. Defend the God given right to your Sword
by defending the Constitutional right to your Purse by having Congress enact the New Monetary System. It should be obvious we will
not have the one without the other. Learn about the New Monetary Bill by reading the epic book A New Monetary System – Mankind’s
Greatest Step. Get it from omnichristianbookclub.com. If you were not aware of the connection between the Sword and the Purse the
chances are your state and federal elected representatives are not either. Educate them to stop this 100 years financial rape of the USA.
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